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DISPLAY BOARD
LED-Matrix D-RTNM

he D-RTNM is a universal, one-color scoreboard that is used Tto show information or advertising during timing. Even 
animated movies can be played on the D-RTNM. The display 
board is controlled online or by retrieving the data previously 
stored in the internal memory. 

The lightweight, rugged aluminum housing allows easy 
transportation of the scoreboard. The outdoor version is easily 

readable even in direct sunlight. If it is used at night or on rainy 
days in difficult light conditions, the brightness can be adjusted in 
100 levels.

The D-RTNM is controlled non-multiplexed. This increases the life 
of the LED, increases the brightness, and prevents the display 
from flickering during TV transmission.

Ÿ matrix display board with red LEDs
Ÿ models with 1, 3, 4 or 7 LEDs per pixel
Ÿ models for outdoor and indoor use
Ÿ standard models with a resolution of 16 or 24 pixels in height and 96 or 160 pixels in length
Ÿ universal with Ethernet, RS485 and RS232 interface
Ÿ internal memory of 4 MB for storing images, logos, animations or participant lists; control from internal memory possible
Ÿ possibility to control the display board directly from the terminal of the ALGE-TIMING multisport score board
Ÿ possibility to control the bib number, time (also running time) and the rank directly from an ALGE-TIMING timing device; 

additionally, display of competitor data (e.g. name) from internal memory possible
Ÿ adjustment of brightness in 100 steps
Ÿ the non-multiplexed control of the LEDs ensures a longer service life and better brightness.
Ÿ integrated power supply (100 to 240 VAC)
Ÿ sturdy aluminum housing with red plexiglass front

Options
· customer-specific pixel resolutions
· small marginal widths to assemble several D-RTNMs
· special models with 7 LEDs per pixel
· various LED colours (yellow, green, blue or white)
· connection for temperature sensor
· connection for DCF or GPS synchronization (exact time 

signal)
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Pixel Arrangements:


